
Values lesson Term 1

Tolerance

Lesson 3



showing respect for others who are 

different than me.

We do

Tolerance is…



Discuss
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Being tolerant is learning to appreciate 

and enjoy people who are different than 

you.

We do

Tolerance



Being tolerant is taking a stand when 

someone is being intolerant… (e.g. being a 

bully)

We do

Tolerance



Being tolerant is accepting that others 

don’t always think the way you do

We do

Tolerance



Being tolerant is not making negative 

comments about others’ ethnic 

background, beliefs or lifestyles.

We do

Tolerance



How can you show tolerance to others?

Discuss

Tolerance



We can demonstrate tolerance by;

- Avoiding judgements based on how 

others dress or talk

- Using positive words to describe people

Discuss

Tolerance



We can demonstrate tolerance by;

- Meeting new people and looking for 

things you have in common.

Discuss

Tolerance



Watch this

Tolerance



What issues did you see in the video that 

made you believe the Sneetches were 

intolerant?

Discuss

Tolerance



How could the Sneetches demonstrate 

more tolerance?

Discuss

Tolerance
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